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Advising Results Summary

	From your perspective as a student, how well does the registration process work for you when using MyCSULB?
	Critical Issues
	Communicating information to students no in programs like EOP

Advising to transfer students
Technology based information must be timely and accurate
No current list of advisors
	Significant Issues
	Technology is not what students rely on or trust for advising
Common information can be effectively provided via group advising
	Satisfactory Issues
	Program based advising for general education
Cohort and consistent advisor via programs
	Some great advisors on campus

Issues and Recommendations

Communication to students—Use push technology to push connection and communication
Outdated Information—Update information and develop mechanism to maintain currency
Unclear where to start seeking information—web based information needs clear central start point
Maintaining consistency in requirements when interpretations of catalog & policies can change; Catalog requirements (GWAR) can be applied differently by department—rather than repeat information in multiple locations, link back to the accurate information


	Have you ever checked your academic records using the on-line degree progress summary?
	Critical Issues
	Updating information online quickly

Finding the information easily—User friendly
Accuracy of information
	Significant Issues
	Students share information with each other that may not be applicable
Static methods for engagement with technology
No “one-size fits all”—College orientation
	Satisfactory Issues
	On-line registration is easy
	Students take responsibility for self

Issues and Recommendations

User friendly and accuracy issues—Use electronic checklists that are not wordy, use electronic program planners, require students to review DPR before registering for classes, and double advising staff and extend hours of service. Nothing substitutes for face-to-face.
	CSULB offers many sources for advising information. How do you decide where to seek advising?
	Critical Issues
	Lack of academic structure
Lack of resources to provide advising; nee two types: academic, problem/solution
Resources
	Significant Issues
	Students do not know where to seek help for differing issues
Lack of mentoring for new students
Mandatory advising vs self-accountability
	Satisfactory Issues
	Students find catalog useful
	Students support each other

Issues and Recommendations

Tracking progress and reliable models—make second semester mandatory, students need to declare majors and not take up space and then drop classes, redo aspects of the websites to make them more user friendly; more use of the U100 model for Sophomores and Juniors
Lack of structure and resources—Provide program of study for any given major from the very beginning and allow for more assigned time for faculty to advise.


	How do you make sure you are getting the advising information you need in order to make correct course selections?
	Critical Issues
	Simplify GE Pattern and make explanations clearer

Need an advisor to interpret degree progress summary and grad check
More flexible advising hours
Mandatory on-going advising
Better process for information dissemination
Articulation of Community College courses with CSULB courses
	Significant Issues
	Create environment and opportunity for faculty-student mentors
Professional mentors
Career development professional organizations
	Satisfactory Issues
	Faculty academic advisors that are discipline specific
	100/300 course academic advisors/faculty advisors

Issues and Recommendations

Simplify GE Pattern—clarify current policy and streamline the GE policy
More flexible hours for all types of advising—staff at night, on-line resources, hub stations at each College, peer mentoring, hot line in the evenings
University email—needs to look better and work better
Degree Progress Report and Grad Report—more legible and more accurate




	How do you make informed decisions concerning GE requirements?
	Critical Issues
	Too much information at SOAR

Not enough time to process information before having to select classes
Communication between Community College advisors and University Advisors
	Inform all faculty about GE

Recommendations

Mail information to student’s home prior to SOAR to make the experience more beneficial and 	understandable.
Mail pertinent information to all students as they progress towards degree so they can make informative course choices.
Use flow charts to help students understand where to find information or how to correct common problems they may encounter.
Have student complete a work sheet for each component before attending advising sessions.
Have Colleges use popular internet websites to create 3-5 minute spots explaining or selling an academic program/degree to help students identify majors they might be interested in.


	How do you find information concerning possible majors and careers? 

Describe your experience with the process of Grad check and graduation. Have you experienced any barriers within our graduate degree program? (These questions are combined because the comments were very close in nature.)
	Critical Issues
	Major track advising
Career counseling
Question of trust with faculty academic advising
Changing the University, College, Department culture
Inconsistent information through the University
	Significant Issues
	Inconsistent info from peers (peer advising)
Accessibility of info—need it faster
	Satisfactory Issues
	Resources support is there but can be improved
Issues and Recommendations

Conflicting training—better training for advisors
Peer advising is not always accurate—have more peer advisory training
Accessibility—wanting information right away, create MyChat Room/virtual advisor, extend advisor office hours
Need reminders that are easy to get—communicate more, especially via email; PUSH info, generate e-checklists; use interactive technology: podcasts, utube videos, myspace, message boards, interactive websites, service learning options, student generated videos concerning how to navigate college
Self-motivated—have courses that incorporates advising
Advising issues in general—do some research on advising models; every College needs an advising center; goal of central advising should be to get each freshman connected to a specific College; mandatory advising checks; create U200 and U300 courses that cover how to pick a major, how to apply to grad schools or for jobs, how to get an internship, how to choose a career
Issues of cultural relevance—orientation programs, expanded learning communities, college specific orientation
Issues of student engagement--student organizations, programs, events, instructors can build this into class assignments

Additional Comments from Table Participants

	My CSULB


	System can be slow

Requirements for every program needs to be posted: i.e. Credential Program
Project out one year’s worth of courses (F07—S08)
Spread out registration timing more equally.

	Degree Progress


	More interactive—use drop down lists

Not very useful for majors
Moving Advising to the Horn Center was a good idea
Need more resources available for advising

	Source of Information


	Make advising mandatory

Students “fear” advising—are intimidated
Most prefer some face to face advising with other options when necessary
More help from Department advisors
Use friends or others with influence as resources
After advising, there is a concern about getting into the needed courses.
Would benefit from a sample of program study in the catalog or on a website for reference
Better mentoring of new students
Assigned time for advising
Provide program (degree outline) from the beginning

	Timing


	Friendlier contacts

Adjust hours of Academic Advising and include weekends
On-line virtual resources
Relationship with advisors, trust is important

	GE Advising


	Too much info at SOAR
	Not enough time to make decisions


	Choosing a Major/Graduate 


	More contact with faculty

Professional panel

